Burkeen Manufacturing’s rubber-tired “mini” rider trencher features front-wheel steering, hydrostatically controlled power and speeds from 0 to 2 mph. Powered by a 25-hp engine, it also has a 24- to 36-in. digging boom with an end roller, hydraulic chain tension and incremental digging depths. The B-25 Rid- ing Trencher, which comes standard with a 4-way backfill blade, has a 20,000-lb. digging chain rating and operating weight of 2,290 lbs. For more information contact Burkeen at 800/647-9824 or www.burkeen.com or circle no. 272.

Vermeer Manufacturing’s new midsize hydrostatic utility trencher features a choice of a 70- or 85-hp John Deere engine, an operator console that rotates 90 degrees, standard rear-steering axles and tilt steering wheel. A single joystick controls the backfill blade, trencher or plow attachments. A tiltable operator’s platform allows easy access to internal components, and six backhoe remote controls (throttle, creep, backfill blade lift, engine start and stop, park brake) increase productivity. For more information contact Vermeer at 888/837-6337 or www.vermeer.com or circle no. 274.

The Bobcat® LT-304 trencher attachment for skid-steer loaders can dig up to four feet deep and features a 2-in., double standard anti-back flex (ABF) chain with four different factory-installed chain and teeth options. A 14-in. adjustable auger can be removed when trenching next to fences or buildings. It comes with a manual side-shift, but a hydraulic side-shift kit is also available. For more information contact Bobcat at 701/241-8740 or www.bobcat.com or circle no. 273.
**Tick tock**
Architectural Landscape Lighting’s clock bollard provides uni- and bi-directional pedestrian-level lighting to illuminate pathways and perimeters of public and private parks, gardens and corporate grounds. The building-mounted model is perfect for gazebos, parking garages and building entryways. A frosted, tempered glass lens is standard, while a prismatic acrylic lens with 360-degree rotation is optional. It comes with a choice of two 26-watt fluorescent lamps or one of 42 watts.

For more information contact Architectural Landscape Lighting at 714/668-3660 or www.alllighting.com / circle no. 250

**Accent your landscape**
Versa-Lok’s Accent Retaining Wall System is ideal for many landscaping projects, including retaining walls and planting areas. Solid concrete units are lightweight, yet offer great retaining wall capabilities. Accent units permit tighter design radiuses and a smaller scale, and a pinning system allows construction of setback and near-vertical walls.

For more information contact Versa-Lok at 800/770-4525 or www.versa-lok.com / circle no. 251

**Compact skid steer**
Finn Corp.’s new Eagle 250 compact skid steer is a “hydraulic power plant” that helps labor crews do more work faster, and with fewer personnel. A 25-hp Kohler engine generates a hydraulic flow rate of 13.4 gpm. Full power is delivered to wheels and tools at same time. Oil cooler is standard. Quick-change feature allows attachment changes in less than one minute. Over 30 attachments are available, including trencher, tiller and box rake.

For more information contact Finn Corp. at 800/543-7166 or www.finncorp.com / circle no. 252

**Cool copper**
USTE, the parent company of Vista Professional Outdoor Lighting, has introduced a collection of copper outdoor lighting fixtures called Elegante designed to appeal to high-end residential and commercial clients. All fixtures include halogen lamps. Pathlights feature a choice of copper shades and stems or copper shades with emerald green stems made of powder-coated aluminum.

For more information contact USTE at 800/766-8478 or www.elegantelighting.com / circle no. 255

**Spray away**
Rain Bird’s® 3500 Series 1/2-in. inlet rotor is the latest addition to its top-adjust rotor line for residential and light-commercial applications. All settings for the 3500 Series rotor are made from the top with a flat blade screwdriver. It also features reversing full and 40- to 360-degree part-circle operation, and comes with an attachable “nozzle tree” of six Rain Curtain™ nozzles. The rotor is available in 4-in. pop-up and 4-in. pop-up, non-potable models.

For more information contact Rain Bird at 626/812-3400 or www.rainbird.com / circle no. 253

**Take command**
Signature Control Systems’ 186 Commander Rotor comes in three different configurations to handle a range of applications. Valve-in-head has an attached electric control valve (or hydraulic valve) for precise control over pressure regulation and watering. Available in only a full-circle model, it has eight different nozzles for range of operating pressure, flow rates and radius.

For more information contact Signature at 949/580-3640 or www.signaturecontrolsystems.com / circle no. 254